
Questions? Contact us for assistance at 303.578.0001

Frame Depth = 68mm (2.67”)

NFRC Values:
   Fixed
      U = 0.26 Btu/(h.ft2.F)
      SHGC = up to 0.45
      VT = 0.64
      Condensation Resistance = 65 
   Operable
      U = 0.26 Btu/(h.ft2.F) 
      SHGC = up to 0.39
      VT = 0.56
      Condensation Resistance = 65 

 CE Values:
      Uf  = 1.4 W/(m2K)  
      Ug = 1.1 W/(m2K)
      Uw = 1.3 W/(m2K)
      Psi  = 0.051 W/mK

A slightly smaller frame than our Thermo Wood line, Classic Wood features a 68mm 
frame, dual pane glazing, as well as our triple air seal system. Classic Wood is ideal 
for remodels, custom single family homes, as well as multi-family. A laminated, warp-
resistant, solid timer construction frame. Triple compression air seals for optimal air 
tightness.  

Timbers available: finger jointed pine (base timber), 
Clear Pine, Meranti, European White Oak,
and Larch.

Interior Finish Options: RAL painted timber, or 
standard set of interior stains.

Exterior Finish Options: RAL painted timber, or stan-
dard set of exterior stains. 

*Dual stain option is not available.

TIMBER & FINISH OPTIONS

Fixed
Tilt-turn, Tilt-only, Turn-only, Tilt-first
Fixed/Operable combinations
French window opening
Inswing and Outswing Terrace Doors
Lift-Slide Doors
Inswing and Outswing Entry Doors
Breeze Panel Doors

CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

HARDWARE

Min frame width = 450mm (17.7”)
Max frame width = 1521mm (59.8”)
Min frame height = 450mm (17”)
Max balcony door height = 2743mm (108”)

OPERABLE SIZING

European multi-point locking system with 

upto eight locking points on windows and 

four points on entry doors. Visible hinges are 

standard but concealed hinges are available.

All performance data based on typical assemblies. Discuss specific performance values with a Zola Project Manager
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1. Sizing: Zola Windows’ quotes are created with and display unit dimensions, NOT ROUGH 

OPENING SIZES. The width of window and door units are all taken from OUTSIDE of frame 
to OUTSIDE of frame. The height of window units are also taken from OUTSIDE of frame to 
OUTSIDE of frame. Heights of door units (whether they are swing, Breeze Panel, or Lift-
Slide doors) include the height of the thresholds and are measure from the UNDERSIDE of 
the threshold to the OUTSIDE of the head frame.


2. View point: Zola wood and aluminum-clad quotes are always 
viewed from the INTERIOR of the building, unless the unit is 
OUTSWING in its operation - then it is viewed from the exterior. 
Arrows point to the OPENING sides, NOT hinge sides. Arrows 
point to the opening sides in all units whether they are inswing 
or outswing units.


3. Safety (Tempered) / Laminated Glass: We have used our best 
efforts to determine which of your units will require safety 
glazing and have priced those units accordingly. However, you 
will need to make the final determination as to where safety 
glazing is required and pricing will be adjusted to reflect 
subsequent changes. 


Safety glass can be identified in your Zola Aluminum quote by the string of characters in 
the middle of the drawn units that contain “T”, as seen in the picture on the right. “T” 
identifies which of the panes is tempered. Please note that when Zola tempers glass, all 
three panes are tempered in a triple-pane IGU and both panes in a double-pane IGU.


Laminated glass will show character strings with decimal points such as “44.2”, “33.1” or 
contain a “P” before a number such as “P4.”


4. Additional Items: Items such as screens for operable windows and lift-slide doors; window 
sills, etc. are not included in your quote unless specifically called out as a separate line 
item. 


How to Read Your Zola Windows Wood and 
Aluminum-Clad Quote


